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Editorial
His twin brother is know only to us by the name Uncle
Fester.

Fellow Pnuts
The AGM has now passed and a Committee elected for
the 2013/14 Membership Year. Once again we have a
NOS Committee committed to continuing the good work
which has taken the Victorian Club forward and kept it
financially strong for the benefit of our membership.

UNCLE FESTER

BRIAN CARTE

We have one new face on the committee; Brian Carte
supported by his son Travis who have taken up the
challenging Parts and Tech role. Through this year the
committee has a program to continue to invest funds
wisely in parts that are becoming difficult to procure
due to obsolescence. This work will continue to be
conducted in conjunction with the Leyland P76 National
Council as this mechanism provides the best vehicle to
ensure that the critical mass is achieved through
National clubs participation.
This is necessary to be able to order remanufacture of
parts by auto parts manufacturers where minimum
quantities are required to make it both viable and
affordable.
This issue has been delayed by the fact I have been out
of town for a while and I thought it best to combine the
July/Aug issue. In this issue we have for you a member
roast, some riveting articles by club members and the
usual official (Boring) stuff. I hope you enjoy.
Regards Martyn

Brian Grew up in Nyora Gippsland as his father worked
on the railways. As a country bumpkin and yokel he got
up to some pretty stupid things. He once got behind the
wheel an XP Ford filled with pillows and mattresses
(Pseudo Airbags) having it towed behind a tractor
before deliberately whipping it into a death roll. He tells
me that is how he demolished his paddock bombs when
they stopped going under their own steam.
His first road car was a ZA Ford Fairlane but even this
came of second best when a tree stump jumped out in
front of him.

Member Roast
Victims
Brian and Travis Carte
Nick Names Fester and Pugsley
Brian Carte has recently gained notoriety becoming the
Parts and Tech Officer for the Victorian Club 2013/14
Membership year. Along with his son Travis (Family
Membership) they are now on centre stage it is only fair
that our membership discover the real story behind
these two leaders.
The Origins of the Carte
name lie with England’s
Ancient
Anglo-Saxon
culture. It comes from
when the family lived in an
inhospitable or baron area.
Carte is derived from the
English
word
meaning
dwellers
of
the
rough
ground. It never ceases to
amaze me how thing go full
circle. Brian Carte still lives
in an inhospitable rough
ground
called
Tyabb
Victoria.
Brian was born in Carlton
Melbourne in 1964, the son
of John and Margaret Carte. We have discovered he had
a twin brother from whom he was separated at birth.

Lucky for him he met the lovely Vicki at 19 and after a
short courtship of 7 years Vicki finally asked him to
marry her. Their first born was Travis (Pugsley) followed
shortly thereafter by Chelsea (Cousin It). While his
marriage has curbed his desire to blow up model
railways, Vicki tells me he does have the occasional
relapse. Vicki says if he cracks the wobblies with
something he destroys it with golf clubs. Vicki also tells
me that at times he acts like a bit of a clown

These days Brian is a Technical Manager at an injection
moulding prophylactic manufacturing company CARTES
CAPS and CLOSURES

•

Datsun 1200 (Modified to include a Zip Start to
avoid spinning the fan blades with your
fingertips with a 9 volt torch battery attached to
the glow plug)

•

Datsun 120Y Complete with “as new” Gearbox
(2nd to 4th gear were not used as it never went
fast enough to get out of 1st )

•

Nissan Bluebird TRX

•

Nissan Skyline Silhouette

Contemplating
his
poor
judgement
he
fondly
remembered the days when his friends’ dad took them
to footy training in a P76 and decided to come out of
the closet.

In his role he takes quality control very seriously and
personally tests each product for performance
endurance and fit before selling it. So whenever you
buy a Carte product you know it won’t break or leak
however it will technically be second hand.

These memories brought him to his senses and 8 years
ago Brian bought his first P76; the Country Cream
Super he drives everywhere and proudly displays at
club events

Brian (Fester) has always been technically minded and
pays particular attention to teaching Travis (Pugsley) in
the hope that he will one day follow in his footsteps. It
appears to be working as Travis is currently studying
Mechanical Engineering at Uni. He is currently
undertaking his thesis on improvements to the
Guillotine and its applications to painless circumcision.
That
Sucks Dad

Brian also owns
“Turn Me
On; Pull my
Finger”

Above: Brian demonstrating electrical power
generation principles to Travis
Vicki insists that Brian is really a shy quiet boy who just
likes doing quirky weird things and suggests this
explains his interest in the P76.
Other than destroying things Brian’s interests were
initially more disturbing; morbid fascination with
Japanese cars. He has admitted to owning a
•

Datsun 240ZA

•

Datsun 180B SSS

•

Corinthian Blue
restoration)

•

Spanish Olive Deluxe (Clearly in
need of a paint job preferably in a
different colour)

•

Nutmeg Super (In need of TLC)

•

Dry Red Executive (Riddled with Cancer)

•

Mystery Vehicle (Could tell you but would
have to Kill you afterward)

Deluxe

(Currently

under

Brian has excellent knowledge and good contacts in the
Manufacturing Industry both here and overseas and so
volunteering to take on the Post of Parts and Tech will
help us immensely in achieving our goals. He is a very
welcome addition to our committee

Bulletin Board

Joint SA/VIC Club Run October 5/6 2013

A joint trip is planned by the Victorian and South Australian Clubs for the October 5/6 weekend. We will be visiting
Rod Warrick on the Sunday for BBQ lunch and see his vast Collection of Leyland P76 and other classic cars at Kiata
Vic. Rod has an unique P76 collection of 30+ including some notable Vehicles such as Force 7, The General P, P76
Station Wagon, Daryl Eastlake race vehicle and my favourite an excellent Factory Black Deluxe. At this stage the plan
would be to leisurely drive up from Melbourne in convoy on Saturday, pick up some country members along the way
and arrive in Nhyll mid afternoon. On Saturday evening we will hook up with some SA P Nuts and avail on a local
eatery for a meal, social exchange and gastronomic lubrication. On Sunday we will descend on Rods place to view the
collection and enjoy a lunch time BBQ before returning home.
If any Tassie or other interstate and country members would like to participate contact the Editor on 0455342366 or
by email gabbler76dictum@dodo.com.au and arrangements for airport pick up and hook up with a ride to Nhyll as
required.
From an accommodation standpoint we suggest that you organise or make bookings for your overnight stay at NHYLL.
I am advised that Dimboola accommodation is difficult as it is few and far between and usually booked out by railway
workers. There is a variety of accommodation in Nhyll
Nhill Caravan Park 0353911683
Union Hotel 03 53911722
Wimmera Motel 03 53911444
Comfort Zero Inn 03 53911622
Halfway Motel 03 53911888

If you are intending to join the rally to Rod &
Maureen's please advise the Editor by email
before 27 September as Maureen needs to know
for catering.

Committee Reports
Well the AGM is done and dusted for another year. Many thanks to all the members who attended or sent in their
proxy forms. Welcome to the new committee. We have at last filled the Parts and Tech position on the committee –
well done to Brian Carte for taking on this important role. I'm sure Brian will write an article for the mag in the near
future outlining his plans.

Unfortunately, the position of Social Secretary wasn't filled. While we will do our best as a committee to put on some
good events throughout the year we will be limited in what we can do by the lack of someone to perform this role. So
we will be calling on individual members to assist as needed, particularly for events that may be remote from
Melbourne.
Talking about events we will be combining with the Mini club for the Shannon's Aussie Car Show on 1 September. See
the Club website for the flyer, and details in this magazine. Our Club took the award last year for best Club display, so
lets see if we can repeat this with lots of P76's looking their best and showing off at this event.
So far we have a draft program of events which will include:
The Shannon's Show on 1 September
A trip to to Nhill on the weekend of 5-7 October in conjunction with the South Australian Club to visit Rod
Warrick and view his car collection.
A trip down the Great Ocean Road to have lunch at the Lorne Cafe one day in November
Concourse at the BMC Experience Day during early December.
If any one would like to assist with organising these events please drop me an email.
At our next committee meeting we will be concentrating on the spare parts that the club will be considering over the
next 12 months. We are already taking action on the V8 10 thou oversize main engine bearings; Points for the V8
which are out of production; and carpets and rubber boot mats. Brian has lots of ideas and we want to give him
guidance on what has to have priority.
While talking about spares, if any member has a cache of spares that are gathering dust in the garage, and you want
to clean them out to make space, then the club would gladly accept them and store them in the container, making
them available to keep other cars on the road. Well that's enough from for now,
Safe and Happy Driving
Ken

Leyland P76 National Council
Meeting Minutes
28th June 2013
Club Delegates Present:
•

Mike King and Rob Jones from Leyland P76 Owners Club of New Zealand.

•

Adrian Spencer and Neville Humphreys from Leyland P76 Owners Club of Queensland.

•

Steve Maher, Glenn Gray and Andrew Griffith (Visitor) from Leyland P76 Owners Club of NSW.

•

Ken Western and Marcus Kneebone from Leyland P76 Owners Club of Victoria Owners Club.

•

Norm Julian from NSW Country Club.

Meeting Commenced 4.25pm
2015 Nationals first order of discussion, Steve Maher reminded committee NSW Clubs held Nationals in 2010 and
Queensland Club held Nationals in 2012. Question asked to Victoria Club about possibly holding the next Nationals.
Ken Western replied Victoria Club prefer Nationals to be run by South Australia but will be happy to help. Andrew
Griffith reminded committee that no South Australian members present at meeting. Victoria club announced that if
all else fails they will hold the event. Decision of location of 2015 P76 Nationals to be made and disclosed by
tomorrow night.
Next order of business, parts remanufacture firstly engine main bearings, boot carpet/rubbers and door rubbers.
Point made WA club big on rear number plate lenses being remade. Glenn Grey asked about door armrests. Steve
Maher made point that a list of priorities needs to be made and that high priority needs to be given to components
to keep cars running. Victorian club focusing on Main Engine bearings and Boot Matts/Rubbers at this stage. Marcus
Kneebone mentioned that Victoria club needs to know how many orders for proposed parts. Steve Maher replied a
price needs to be disclosed first. Victoria Club to report to National Council with progress of parts as soon as
possible. Council acknowledged that quite a lot of prep work has been completed by Victorian Club to remanufacture
these components. Member from New Zealand asked about Speedo Drive Seals preventing gearbox oil leaks. NSW
Owners Club to look into Speedo Drive Seals.
Glenn Grey made an inquiry about Distributor Points and points are considered to be on priorities list.
Priority Parts List:


Engine Main Bearings



Boot Matts/Rubbers



Gearbox Speedo Drive Seals



Distributor Ignition Points

Next discussion brought up was the position of Nigel Bray as the National Councils Official Parts Officer. Nigel Bray
to decide on format of advertising parts and to run a parts data base. Nigels appointment officially approved from
Deligates at meeting and no objection was noted. Nigel Bray to also to help out every Car Club in national council in
regards to Parts for sale. Glenn Grey made point all correspondence in regards to parts need to go through Nigel
Bray.
Ken Western made point that parts for the P76 need to be made available to everyone. A small point was made that
is was believed that all Addison’s shipping containers and storage may have been sold to an unknown buyer.
Point made from NSW Owners Club Member that we can’t have two Clubs making the same component as this is a
wasteful use of resources. Ken Western made the following point that the Victorian Club is happy to sell any parts to
non car club members but a premium is charged with every sale. Steve Maher and Glenn Grey respectively
disagreed stating that parts should only be sold to members. Ken Western replied that the expense of joining a car
club should be avoided if only one small sale will keep another P76 on the road rather than buried in a shed. Legal
issue brought up in regards to difference in states to selling to the public. Victorian and NSW clubs finished
discussion in disagreement Steve Maher made statement that the NSW parts sales aim is to help keep clubs strong.
Ken Western spoke on behalf of the Victorian Club who stand on believing its most important to keep as many P76’s
on the road as possible.
Next Discussion was the Proposed National Database, Steve Maher reminded the committee that James Mentiplay
from the WA P76 Owners Club was not present at meeting and is largely responsible for information going on
National Database. Ken Western spoke in regards to the database, James Mentiplay and a VIC club member Martyn
Hayes have been spending a lot of time planning the proposed database. Also in regards to disclosing information

on discs to other clubs and the concerns for privacy issues. Steve Maher disagreed stating that we need to have a
clear and consistence approach to running the database. It was suggested that Martyn Hayes from Vic Owners Club
may be a National Database holder. The National Council needs to know that an approved system is in place before
the Database is finished and released. The database numbers are approx 3,500 cars from approx 18,000 cars so still
a long way to go. Andrew Griffith asked for a comment from Queensland Club delegate Adrian Spencer, who replied
they are happy with current arrangements. Glenn Grey spoke about other old history documents and would like to
see old flyers and documents shared to all club members. Ken Western spoke about two options either the database
is available to the National Council or to everyone at Club Members level. Steve Maher asked for comment he said
that the method needs to be decided. Ken Western spoke about the cost involved to store the Data correctly $100 $500. Glenn Grey commented that the information needs to be made available. Steve Maher asked in regards to the
National website for displaying the information, Ken Western looking into costs. All people at meeting agreed with
suggestion from Ken Western that the Victoria Owners Club Website. Other clubs need to suggest what information
they want on the Database. Andrew Griffith made a point reminding the delegates at the meeting that James
Mentiplay is not present and that making any firm decisions on the National Database is difficult without him
present. Noted that New Zealand Club have already disclosed all information on members cars registered.
National Council future meetings discussed, a suggestion from Steve Maher that a National Council Meeting should
be held on the Friday night of the weekend of the Nationals every two years. Marcus Kneebone suggested that the
council meet every year with financial assistance from the National Council for accommodation and airfare. Further
discussion is required on this matter.
Andrew Griffith made a point that the National Council needs to make an effort to be known to all Leyland P76 club
members. So the people are aware of who the National Council are, as it was quickly put together at the same time
of the planning of the 40th Anniversary. It hasn’t had time needed to be known and gather Club Members
confidence. So Andrew Griffith suggested that every Leyland P76 National Council delegate needs to have a photo
and profile written about them and shown on a Council link on the National Webpage.
A small question was asked about a National Council Website, it is at this stage delegated to Adrian Spencer from
Queensland Owners Club to work on.
Meeting close at 5.40pm

Member Articles
In the summer of 1996 our family was heading down
to our little beach house in the Bayside community of
St Leonards, about 30km east of Geelong. As a beach
loving, petrol headed 16 year old I always enjoyed
going down there, going out on the water, hanging
around the boat ramp, watching them come in and out
and even getting Dad to teach me how to drive in the
paddocks behind town. On this particular year we had
a group of family friends coming down with us who had
rented a house about a 3 minute walk from our own.
I'd been going to this town my whole life, and as close
as this street was to our house, I had never gone down
it before. It was a dead end street at the time that
went no where of interest. As we arrived, I jumped on
my bike and went up to meet them, but before I
arrived at the front door, in a vacant lot just opposite
their house a sad, rusty abandoned car caught my eye.
It was not something that I had recalled seeing before,
which was unusual for a car loving teen like myself.
As I walked around the foot long grass, it was obvious
that the car had been there a long time. Rust had well
and truly taken a grip on the poor thing, the rear
quarters crumbled like dead wood when you knocked
them, but what struck me was the Navy Blue colour
and the neat white stripes and writing along the side
and boot that read “Targa Florio”. I went up to my Dad
who has a similar, but not as passionate, interest in
cars and asked him “Dad, what's that??” and his reply
was, “Why, that's an old P76”.
Intrigued as I was, I sought to find out what I could,
remembering that this was before the Internet was
readily available. The car's history captured me, not
only the controversy, but also the effort that Leyland
was making to break into the lucrative, large car
market at the time. I continued to visit the car
whenever I could, trying to get a better understand
about it, what it was, why it was and why it did not
succeed. This went on until one day, I went to visit the
old girl and all that was left was a dead patch of grass
where she last lay. I was saddened to think that she
most likely would have been sent to the tip.
Unfortunately, the condition that she was in probably
did not warrant anything besides that.
My old friend had departed, the Omega Navy Targa
Florio was gone, but the interest was far from over.
Ten years passed and I still use to keep an eye on
eBay and carsales to see what was out there, but this
was nothing more than window shopping.
Then in 2010 a few mates of mine told me about this
rally that they had entered into where you have to
spend under $1000 and drive across the country and
raise money for the Cancer Council. Not having
immediately drawn parallels between the rally and
using a P76 for the cause, I registered my interests.
2011 & 2012 came and went and given the huge
amount of interest in the rally, we missed out both
years. However, 2013 was going to be different, we

registered early and we knew that there would be
more places this year, and we knew it would be a big
one. Come May 2012 I started looking at prospective
P76 rally cars. P76's are a rare commodity in Victoria,
let alone getting a working one for under $1000. But
sure enough, one came up in Healesville, about 60k's,
from home. Dad and I headed up there one Sunday,
he was asking $500 starting bid, buy it now for $850.
It appeared to be a Deluxe Luxury Pack V8 and on the
surface presented ok. But the motor would not turn,
the auto was a known liability as it did not work and
the spare tyre would have fallen through the floor, if
there was one there. But with a budget of $1000 and a
non negotiable $850 or best offer being asked, too
many question marks hung over the head of this P and
we had to walk.
A few weeks later another Deluxe appeared near
Bendigo. It had been sitting in a paddock for many
years but we were told she was a runner, $500
starting bid on eBay, this one sounded like it had
potential. SOUNDED like it had potential, we found her
with a boot speckled with rust holes, a rear screen that
barely held itself in place, and this “running” motor,
was not turning due to electrical issues. There were
probably more spiders in the car than you would see in
a lifetime, the dash was warped, the ignition clearly
has issues as nothing lit up on the dash when you
turned her on. Even if it did, the sheer state of
disrepair that the body was in warranted a lot more
than a little bog and spray, there were serious
structural and safety issues with this one, once again,
we walked. My efforts were appearing to be in vain,
maybe a P76 was too far out of my budgets reach for
the rally? $1000 doesn't buy much of a car and maybe
finding a sound body with a working motor seemed to
be over extending my reaches a little bit.
Then one day scouting eBay another P76 appeared, I
hadn't noticed this one previously as it was not listed
as a “Car” but more as “Parts” which sets par for the
course really.
The pictures were nothing too flattering, 2 cars, a Dry
Red Super V8 and a rolling shell Bold as Brass Deluxe,
both for $500. The Super was relatively complete,
albeit missing a door.
The Deluxe appeared to have the missing pieces
needed to put the body back together, but it was only
4 pictures, and they weren't pretty. They were located
about 90mins from home; I didn't even call the seller
up.

Some weeks passed, the 2 P76's were still for sale and
no other P76's had come up that fit the bill, then an
email came through. Our application had been
accepted into the rally!! Without any real alternatives
and having nothing to do that afternoon, I figured
what the hell, Ill go down and see these 2 P's. Having
spoken with the owner he advised that there should be
enough parts in the collection to put 1 working car
together, but a new Auto would be needed. He also
said that the motor was a runner and the body was
good.....I was thinking sure, I have heard this all
before, but none the less, I made the trip down. The
Deluxe was the one I visited first, and she sat sadly in
a paddock about 15 minutes south of Morwell.

This car had obviously been handed around to many
owners for many years who progressively stripped her
of any useful parts, but the body appeared remarkably
sound for something that appeared to be as unloved as
this was. Buoyed by this I made my way up the road
to visit the Super Upon initial inspection, my heart
sank and I thought I had just wasted an afternoon
again chasing a P76 rally contender.

The passenger door was missing, the bonnet was on
the roof, the bumpers, the grill, and the indicator
surrounds were all off, the radiator was missing, the
water pump and the alternator was nowhere to be
seen, the wiring where the coil was supposed to be
was a tangled mess. But worst of all, the main brown
wires that run off the starter motor had shorted on the
extractors and melted ALL the way around the engine
bay back to where the alternator was supposed to be.

But underneath this hideous mess lie a surprisingly
clean body, the boot was spotless, the chassis was
clean but had obviously been repaired at some stage,
the rear screen was rust free and the Deluxe looked
like it had everything I needed to get her back
together. I told the fella I was very keen but really
wanted to hear the motor running, and he assured me
that could be done. I don't know what I was thinking
that day, if it were desperation after seeing many
wrecks, or if I really did see the potential in this old
dame, but whether I knew it or not at the time, I had
just found the car I was going to drive around Australia
in!

Two weeks later I was making the arrangements to
pick the car up when I got a call from the seller, the
motor would not turn. Hoping that it might be just a
bad contact or weak battery, we soldiered on and took
the car trailer down to the La Trobe valley for the 2
return trips needed for the cars. The engine cranking
issue was hydro lock, once we took the spark plugs out
she turned and pumped the water out, but an engine
full of water!!??? How long had this been for? None the
less as a result of the engine issue and failure to get it
running, along with the seller appreciating what we
planned to do with his old P's and auction it off at the
end, the price was dropped from $500 to $200. We
loaded them up and headed home, his parting words
were, “These cars get under your skin”, he could not
have been more correct.
First job, replace the fried wires and get that engine
running! This turned out to be a remarkably uneventful
task. The Deluxe wiring was perfect, cut it off, soldered
it up, installed a coil and within the week this hideous
wreck spluttered into life! It was probably the first time
ever I got the ignition leads on the right spark plug
first time! She didn't sound pretty and the started
motor cranked like rusty gears. It was deafening and it
didn't take long for the starter to cease. This in itself
was not a huge issue, there was heaps of work that
needed to get this car in to any sort of state to be
worthy of the roads besides the starter. In time we
managed to cobble a starter together from an old
Lucas Starter we acquired and she was turning again.
My water pump turned out to be a dud and leaked, the
auto only went in reverse, the brakes clearly did not
work, none of the switches, lights or dials worked, and
this was all in a car I knew virtually nothing about. This
was my first of many “What have I got myself into”
moments. With the help of family and friends at the

time, we picked the stuff we needed off the Deluxe,
which included 2 doors, wires, master cylinder, brakes
lines, torsion bars, boot latch and I'm sure million
other little clips and extras. To my delight I found out
that the front radiator support panel had been modified
to accept a Ford cross flow radiator which was a huge
plus and I managed to pick up a triple core unit on
eBay for $20! No one at any stage has ever
recommended I go back to the Leyland radiators.
We also picked up at good second hand Bosch
alternator. Things were going well, the Super was
coming back together nicely. We had sold the Deluxe
to Stuart Brown who also assisted with some bumper
mounts and pulleys. He advised that he has a ruined
car with a great engine and auto and he was planning
on shifting the driveline from the ruined car to the
Deluxe. We wish him luck and hope to see the old
Deluxe back on the road soon! But now all the generic
parts had been used. I needed to find some proper
Leyland parts and the local wreckers hadn't stocked
P76's in decades.
This was my second “What have I got myself into”
moment, but there was a light at the end of the tunnel.
She was starting to look like a car again. Through the
Victorian club website I managed to make contact with
Martyn Hayes who for a very generous price and some
bartering, hooked us up with a replacement Auto, and
old water pump and some glass that was missing.
These were the big parts, these pieces would allow the
old P76 to move and run.
So a few weeks later, she was up on stands and we
pulled the old auto out, and fitted the replacement!
This was a big day and I could not wait to get the
transmission in and see if she would move! But the
weather had different plans and some of the old
transmission hose clips broke, we were 95% of the
way there, but we had to push her back into the
garage this day. My enthusiasm ensured that this
would be fixed ASAP.
The next day at work I go the last of the clips and
hoses to hook her up. Full of excitement, I jacked the
car up, clipped up the hoses, topped up the auto and
with butterflies running like wild in my stomach,
started her, selected D, the car gave the standard
shunt forward as if to say “I'm ready to go!!” and on 2
flat tires, she moved under her own steam for the first
time in over 10 years! I was over the moon!
In the weeks that passed we worked on fine tuning her
as best we could. We knew we had a runner but just
how good was she? She had spent a hell of a lot of
time up the back of a barn, there were still question
marks and with limited knowledge and resources it was
going to be difficult.
Then one day about 4 months before the rally was due
to start I got a phone call from a number I didn't
recognise He asked me if I was doing up the P76 on
the Shitbox Rally page and introduced himself as Rick
Perceval. I recalled trying to contact him at some stage
and we may have spoken briefly at the time, but he
lived only 15 minutes from my place and invited me
over. I was warmly welcomed by Rick, plus 4 P76's,
and a shed full parts. It didn't take him long to tell me
that he thought I was one of the maddest people that
he had ever met after seeing my car, and the rally but

offered his assistance in getting the old P76 up to a
workable and reliable standard.
The car was just about to head into my mates (Darth
by Design) workshop in his backyard shed. In getting
the permits I found out 2 things, my chassis number
was not on the Vic Roads database, and the Engine
was last in a registered car in 1983! John Ernst who
knew the previous owner advised me that the engine
had been changed and used to belong to another
owner in the Latrobe Valley. But the car was given the
royal treatment and came out looking a million bucks!

With the rally only a few months away and car really
not being road tested yet really put the heat on Rick
and myself to try and repair, or recognize any potential
problems before we hit the road. Any car can die on
the side of the road for a million reasons and leaving
cars behind to die on the rally is just another day in
the office, but the P76 was getting to me. I couldn't
bare the through of leaving her in the red centre, I was
seriously starting to contemplate keeping her and
driving her back from Perth afterwards. So not only did
she have to get me there, she had to get me home,
and plenty of cars in this rally limp to the finishing line
in a cloud of smoke, firing on 2 cylinders, we had to
see that this didn't happen as best we could.
We threw the rotten old Holley out for a stock carby,
we replaced all the radiator hoses, re-bushed some of
the suspension, steering arms, brake booster and got
all the gauges working. We installed an offset starter
that quietened down a bit from the old one. As a test
run I drove a bunch of mates to Aireys Inlet and back
on the great ocean road. By the time I got home,
vapour lock had presented as a big issue and a lot of
the gauges had stopped working, but these were bad
earths and a short circuit. With a relocation of the
electric fuel pump and some WD40 on the earths, she
was alive again. Mechanically she did not miss a beat.
Before we knew it, the rally was here!
We left home Adelaide bound not knowing if the old
girl would ever see home again. We met up with other
rally goers in Rockbank, a 1984 Crown, a 1989 Rodeo,
and EA Falcon and a 4 cylinder VB Commodore. We hit
the road headed for Adelaide! By the time we hit
Stawell, the group came to a halt. Up came the bonnet
and oil was clearly leaving the motor, but not in the
P76. The little Commodore was having a serious oil
problem. The engine bay was a glossy black, not the
red it was supposed to be. Some of the rally veterans
laughed, this is just another day on the road! The
commodore was a problem child all the way over, she
chopped through oil like it was going out of fashion,
and blew a tyre coming through the Adelaide hills.

The trusty Leyland coasted, and where the smaller,
underpowered cars struggled up the Lofty ranges, the
P76 cruised up them and left them behind. She
performed perfectly on the trip over and besides
getting a little warm in the peak hour traffic going
through Adelaide CBD, it was an event free trip.
Saturday morning we arrive at the starting line just
outside Adelaide CBD. The variety of cars was very
wide and varied, however, it did not take long for the
old P76 to get noticed. Before we even hit the road,
Kate, my co-driver and fiancé, already had a driver
approach her, he wanted to buy the car!! We hadn’t
even started yet!. Day 1 of the Rally was Adelaide to
Cooper Pedy, a lazy 850km through some of the
harshest lands imaginable. We were riding with our
friends in the 1984 Crown, Team Bad Mojo, as we were
coming past Port Pirie, I radio’ed them “Bad Mojo come
in, you look like you have something hanging off the
side of your car”. We pulled over and found the
passenger front indicator hanging by its wire! Out
came the gaffer tape, and on we went!
Luckily the roads are sealed all the way so the P76 did
this trip without incident and actually checked in 8th
out of a rally of 200! Bearing in mind it is not a race,
but this is indicative of a good average speed, and no
mechanical issues. On the first night about 10 cars
needed towing, a Kombi caught fire, the BMC Mini blew
a head gasket, a 1967 Ford Transit was overheating
and a Magna blew its front main seal, but all the cars
were repaired and survived day 1!
The P76 got a well deserved rest and day 2 we headed
to Ayers Rock! Day 2, again an event free trip; she
tore up the roads and coasted into the Northern
Territory at about lunch time. We cruised up to the
Lasseter hwy and did great time to Yulara, I would love
to be able to write more about this but the car went
flawlessly and besides Ayers rock, there is not much to
see!

But the old P was starting to get noticed, 2 nights and
not once got sent to the mechanics bay. I met up with
the head mechanic this night who previously had taken
a Rover SD1 and a Morris 1100. He had notice the P76
and advised me that his co-driver had a great interest
in buying the car.
Day 2 saw the death of 2 cars, a Transmission died
and a water pump ceased. We got some sensational
snaps of the car and the Rock too!

Day 3 and things started to get a little bit nastier on
the roads, we were headed to the Great Central Road
which meant 4 days of dirt road driving and this was
really going to start to separate the men from the
boys. The roads were unkind, corrugated, the red dust
found its way everywhere. There were times you
almost could not see the end of the bonnet.
We arrived at Warrakurna Road house on the Great
Central Road. One problem was that there were 2
bowsers, and 200 cars! Luckily we arrived early
enough to fill up. The first problem presented itself
here, we had sprung a fuel leak from the return line at
the tank. Not a serious one but enough to leave a
puddle under the car. We attempted to patch it with
“Knead It” but the rough roads saw that this kept
failing.
As I was filling up I head someone yell, “An old P76!
How did you get one of these for under $1000??!” A
middle aged gent came up and started chatting to me
about how he thought that they were a great car, and
asked if she was going up for auction at the end of the
rally as he always had wanted one. To his
disappointment, I advised him she was not for sale. 3
offers in 3 days, not bad.
Day 4 & 5 was very similar to day 3, rough unforgiving
roads. The P76 continued to defy the odds and
performed like a hero, with the exception of a smashed
headlamp due to the stones, she was still running
without fault. This road saw the demise of an Alfa
which had ruined its engine and a Lada which broke its
axle in fine form.
Day 6 was the real test as on this night it bucketed
rain Day 6 saw us taking the dirt roads from Laverton
to Kalgoorlie. This was by far and away the most
challenging day. The roads started off kindly, but
turned
nasty
quickly.
The
local
authorities
recommended we not use this road, but these
warnings were ignored. It started off with a very
muddy patch where you needed to keep the speeds up
but avoid spinning the tires or spin out. Deep puddles,
muddy roads, parts that were over a foot deep and
behind the wheel, you can only guess the best way,
and I did get it wrong once or twice. At a few points
water was entering the car through the worn door
seals, the bow wave was clearly visible above the
bonnet at points and all I'm thinking is “please don't
stall!” Over a period of about 2 hours of bashing
through the mud, and puddles. Many cars suffered, the
mechanics bay area was a busy place, water in
electrics, stones in clutches, broken drive shafts, but
what of the old P76? She only stalled twice and that
was due to a worn cap on the coil allowing water to
drip down it.
When we arrived in Kalgoorlie, the sills were full of
dirt, inches deep, you could turn the headlights on but
there would be no point as they were covered, the
engine was a muddy mess. But despite all of this, the
mighty P76 made it through and only needed an oil top
up. A remarkable effort.

Exhausted and crossing all my fingers and toes that it
was a simple fix, we cleaned out the alternator and put
her back in, 12 volts still. Luckily we had installed a
Bosch alternator so a replacement or parts should not
be too hard to source. As a last resort I pierced the
alternator line with my Amp Meter, 13V was coming
out. So a simple cut of the wire and ran it direct to the
battery and we were back! Again, that desert dust
broke a contact somewhere, maybe ill try and find it
one day, but the next morning we hit the road early
and charged home!

Day 7 was just a 700km cruise in to Perth, but it
turned out to be a little more eventful than I would
have hoped. As we were coming into Perth we opted
for a driver change, but we noticed a strong oil smell
and a cloud coming up under the bonnet. There was an
apparent oil leak from the rocker covers that was
dripping on the exhaust. Just wanting to get there we
carried on until about 10 km down the road the oil
lamp flashed at me. DAMN! Why now in Perth, we
pulled over and topped her up.
The skies opened up and the rain struck as I was filling
up the oil. The carby has appeared to have some junk
in her as she kept wanting to stall. Regardless, we
carried on in to Fremantle. We had made it and at the
award presentation ceremony got voted in Top 10 Rally
Cars. I was greeted at the finish line by James
Mentiplay who has been following the rally and
restoration from early on. He congratulated us, loved
the story behind the car and the rally. He kindly invited
me to bring the car around to the WA Club the next
day so that we could give her a little TLC and see that
she would make her way home to Melbourne without
any issues.
After changing the rocker cover gasket to stop the
leak, the Fuel Filter which was orange, and running a
can of Carby Cleaner through the junked up carb, she
was running well again and on Sunday morning, we
turned around and drove home!
We planned a 4 day \ 3 night trip, Norseman on day 1,
Ceduna then Tailem Bend for a short skip home on day
4. On the road in to Norseman it was dark, very dark
and having 1 of my high beams smashed probably did
not help. But it was on the trip home that the desert
dust started to make a nuisance of itself. Occasionally,
when we would turn on the high beams, the lights
would all go off, and we were driving in darkness!!!
Luckily this only happened once or twice and only for a
split second, but still enough to give you a fright!
The next day was a 1200 km trek to Ceduna across the
Nullabor and with the exception of a more desert dust
interfering with the electric fuel pump connection (and
a speeding ticket) the day went without incident. But
day 3 coming up through Adelaide and heading out of
town, I noticed the volt meter gauge was sitting at
12V. Please no, not now only 1 day from home!
Darkness was falling and we were running on battery
power. We went as far as we could and made Murray
Bridge.

After the little alternator hiccup, we drove home
without incident. Yes, the fuel sender was still leaking,
the rear tyres were battered, cracked, yet not broken,
and as we drove through Bacchus Marsh, the
welcoming view of the Melbourne city skyline was in
sight. As we arrived in the outskirts, we were met by
Rick Perceval who was working in the area at the time,
and the bright shiny P76 that left Melbourne 13 days
ago, now looked like it had been to hell and back, and
so did the drivers! We shared some quick stories and
took some photo’s of the P76’s triumphant return to
Melbourne, and then headed back home. 8000km
covered in 12 days.
In the weeks following, many people within the P76
community were asking questions and wanting to hear
the story about how a derelict, scrappy P76 was
rescued by someone who knew nothing about them,
and drove it in “as is” condition across the country and
back. But the recurring question was “Are you going to
bring her to Canberra for the 40th ?” “We would love to
see her at the 40th”Having been a car buff for many
years, I was of the opinion that my P76 was in no
standard what so ever to be presented at such a
celebration, she was after all, a derelict pig that was
built on a shoestring budget.
But people didn’t seem to mind that a ropey old P
would be at the concourse, they wanted to hear the
story behind the rally. With a little coercion and getting
a free bed at my cousin’s house in Canberra, we
decided to go. Early Saturday morning have all the
trademarks of leaving for the rally again. Car loaded,
total darkness, heading interstate….again. Not trying
to let me off the hook (or maybe this was a warning)
the brake booster died, again, 2 days before we left.
Not a biggie, but still had to drive a little more
defensively.
Just before we left and I was glancing around the
garage, I noticed my old mechanical fuel pump lying in
the spare parts box. By some divine intervention, I
chose to pack it….just in case. The trip to Canberra
went like silk. We met up with the convoy at Gunnaroo
and then headed back to Canberra. It was a real
shotgun trip, I don’t think we even spent a full 24
hours in Canberra from the time we arrived until the
time we left.
The car proved to be very popular, and whenever I
looked at here there was always a crowd hanging
around her, looking at the photo boards and asking
about what the rally was like. To my amazement, she
even won an award, the “Youth Encouragement
Award”. Unfortunately we were not present to accept
this, we did have to head back to Melbourne and work
the next day.

We stopped off in Yass to full tank her and headed to
the freeway. Just before we hit the freeway, she died.
Unsure as to what was going in, it did not appear to be
an electrical short as it was a cough, splutter, dead.
We popped the bonnet, fuel was flowing, the electric
fuel pump was clattering away. She started up and
away we went. The trip went without incident for about
150 km, when the car died again. Turned the ignition
off and on and fuel was not pumping. We pulled the
pump filter out and blew some junk out of the element.
In the turmoil, and leaving no P behind, our New
Zealand friends spotted a P in distress and stopped to
help. About 10 mins after she died, the fuel was
pumping again and we were on our way.
Unfortunately, about another 15 mins down the road,
she died again. Assuming the Facet Fuel Filter that
bolts to the pump was totally blocked, we drove a
screwdriver through it to ensure constant fuel flow.
Again, the system pumped up and we hit the road. 10
mins down the road, the car died.
Now we were getting confused, the pump was clearly
pumping intermittently and not providing a constant
flow. We pulled out the mechanical pump from the
boot and proceeded to bolt that back on to the motor
in line with the electric pump. Again, throwing mixed
messages, the car made it about 5 minutes down the
road and died again. Luckily our New Zealand friends
had not left our side and with darkness falling and on
our third to fourth breakdown, and still about 200km
from the Victorian border, things were looking
desperate. The mechanical pump was not working and
the electric pump was failing fast and proving to be
unreliable.
A little old school road side mechanic talk came up,
Rick Perceval, who was riding with us, said "If the
diaphragm on the pump is intact, I could probably get
it going again, but we need light". So we hooked the P
up to the back of the Pajero the NZ guys were driving
and got towed about 75 km to Holbrook.
I couldn't believe this. We had just driven across the
country and back, could have broken a million things,
but it was the 6 month old electric pump that was
causing issues. I thanked my lucky stars that I packed
that spare mechanical pump, but could we get her
working?
At about 6.30, 5 1/2 hours after we left Canberra, we
rolled into Holbrook. We removed the pump, had a
feed and a few coffee's, and inspected the diaphragm.
Intact! It was spotted that the valves were jammed up
with red dust, courtesy of our red centre, and jammed
them open. With a little, by a little I mean a lot, of
WD40, we reassembled it and she fired up! At last, we
could head home...or so I thought.
20 mins down the road, cough, splutter, dead. And in
total darkness, running out of ideas, we were seriously
starting to contemplate whether or not we would have
to gravity feed the carburettor. We did have a 5 gallon
tank in the boot, but it would be messy, freezing cold
and we would need to stop regularly to fill the can up.
We tried one last thing, route the fuel around the dead
electric pump. After 15 mins in the pitch black with
semi trailers thundering past you, remembering our

lights were off to save much needed battery power, in
a last ditch attempt to get home we fired her up, and
with every finger and toe crossed headed to the
border.
We crossed into Victoria at about 9.30 with the car
going well, and just after 12.00, we arrived in the
outer northern suburbs of Melbourne. We arrived back
home at 1.00am and despite the headaches and
issues, she still got us home and it was an original
Goss mechanical pump that probably had not been
used since 1994, when she was last on the road, that
saved the day. It may have been a headache, but the
old girl still got us home.
What else can I say that what an exceptional car the
P76 has been. Many other people would have looked at
this car and written her off. She was in a terrbile state
and you would be forgiven for drawing this conclusion.
Her previous owner loved her dearly but let her slide
into a state of near destruction.
17 years she was off the road. 17 years since she had
cruised down a freeway, gone down the street to do
the shopping, taken the family for a trip to the beach,
being on sold to another enthusiast who would want to
bring her back, all the things Leyland designed her to
do, sitting there, slowly decaying and all the while,
despite her broken exterior, inside she still had so
much to give and even more to prove that there was
still life inside her.
I think there was a stroke of madness in my decision
making that day. There were over a thousand question
marks that hung over the head of this car, the engine
is full of water, the electrics are stuffed, the interior is
full or rat crap, and all I wanted to do was get her
home, and bring her back, and in doing this the car got
under my skin and I formed a bond with it unlike any
other car I have owned. Not 12 months ago I didnt
even know what sort of oil filter a P76 took, now I
have built one out of scrap and driven it across the
country
From its sorry beginnings sitting in the back of a shed
to conquering Australia, I don't think many cars
cobbled together from countless different sources,
none new or reconditioned, could pull off with the P76
has achieved. I was subject to some slander by other
rally goers and others in general for my choice of car,
but as we all know, he who laughs last, laughs the
hardest.
We went places together that I'm sure the designers
never intended her to go and it is a true testament to
how little the public knows about this car and how
much Leyland Australia got it right..
Time has vindicated the car, and the smiles,
compliments, and commiserations the car got far
exceeded the criticisms. Many people asked me if she
was going up for auction at the end, but after the
amazing journey we have had and to the
disappointment of many, I could nor bear to part with
her, so she has has come home and has truly earnt her
spot in the garage. Some still ignorantly refer to the
P76 as the Aussie Lemon, I would say Aussie Legend.
What a car!

Rick Perceval has been doing a little research on the Identification numbering systems used by Leyland Australia
to identify your P76. There is science to those numbers and Rick has developed a small pamphlet to help you
interpret the numbers and confirm whether your P76 reflects the original build standard of the vehicle.
Don’t Miss Ricks Article in the next issue of Anything but Average

Sent in by Andry Frith Tasmanian Member

CLASSIFIEDS
Parts Trader
Parts for Sale

Vehicle Trader

Windscreens -The Victorian Club now has 10 new
Laminated Windscreens in stock priced at $185 Ea.
Please contact Martyn (Parts and Tech Lackie).

Starter Motors – Reconditioned Starter Motors are
available for the very reasonable price of $135. The
starters come with a 6 month replacement guarantee
and are sold on a changeover basis. If you would like a
starter please contact Martyn (Parts and Tech Lackie)

White V8 Executive for sale Blue interior ( top of
back seat sun damaged) 3 speed manual gear box V8
engine little rust in front guard, very straight body. not
registered / no RWC, hasn't been run for quite a while.
Contact Rex Forester Howlong NSW (near
Albury)Phone 02 60265577Asking price $2750

Z295 V8 Air Filter Cartridges – We have a stock of
original fit airfilters for sale at $35 each. These are no
longer being manufactured by RYCO so be quick Please
contact Martyn (Parts and Tech Lackie).

Aspen Green V8 Executive One owner, 1 year of
registration, car still drives like new, original engine
which is the v8 auto. Registration plate LWL 269 1974
Leyland sedan, engine number 44121330.

Assorted Parts for Sale -,ENGINE PIPE, 6 CYL NEW
$75, TAIL PIPE EXHAUST NEW $65, 6 CYL TOP AND
BOTTOM RADIATOR HOSE, $15 PAIR, 6 CYL AIR
FILTER CIRCULAR $12 NEW, RADIATOR MOUNT
BUSHES $5 EACH, V8 EXHAUST SH MANIFOLD TO TAIL
PIPE $80, 6 CYL HEAD $20, 6 CYL INLET EXHAUST
MANIFOLD $20, WINDSCREEN SH EC $35, 3 SPD
GEARBOX $40, MANUAL STEER RACK $45, SUNVSOR
EXTERIOR ACROSS TOP WINDSCREEN, MESH $15,
BUMPER BAR ENDS $10-$25 DEP ON CONDITION,
FRONT SPRINGS $10 PR, REAR SPRINGS $10 PR, V8
INLET MANIFOLD $20 Ring Mick 03 97294005
P76 4 Speed Manual Gearbox complete with
bellhousing for sale good condition. Asking price is
$600 ono Phone 0400 289 349 or 54289349 (near
Bachus Marsh).

Parts Wanted
Leyland P76/Force 7 Tachometer
Original Leyland 8 track tape player
Please contact David 0409 675 648

Leyland P76 Executive Carpet Ginger Brown
New or Good S/H
Leyland P76 Executive Boot Carpet New or S/H
Please contact Bob 0409 160 116
Oil supply pipe power steering unit. This is the
long metal one that screws in at both ends. Mick
97294005

There are also 5 new oil filters, numerous globes and a
fan belt to go with the car. There is quiet a bit of
surface rust around the bottom of the doors and some
other spots. Original interior front seat has a rip in it
but the rest is fine. This was my pop's car and he
would only want it to go to someone who cares about
this car.
Contact Thomas Osment Phone 0438020530
Email thomas.osment@hotmail.com

Corinthian Blue Super 076E4S3A4417141 Build
6-74/24 Black Interior

Packaged Lot Tasmania
For Sale two project cars plus numerous spares
including NOS
Dry Red V8 Executive 076E4S4A4416364 Build 574/20

Price $10,000 for the lot
Contact Bob Findlay 0409 160 116 or direct to
the owner Greame on mobile 0419446552.
For sale 3/74 model V8, green, $1200, last rego
was 2011 The car is complete (not modified), original
paint which is dull and would require respray, no body
damage I can see. Car runs and drives, has Air-con but
needs need work to bring back to life. Car is Located in
Canberra ACT at Dealers yard for viewing anytime. We
have pictures if requested. Reply to email link if
interested.
Contact Sherron 0414511798
sherron79@hotmail.com
Wanted to Buy Original P76 Executive Prefer nice
original Executive but I will look at any unmolested V8
Contact Grant Faulkner Phone 0419503109
email=caltexstmarys@bigpond.com

The motor has had $7000 spent on it 7 years ago
(never started).

You can advertise your vehicle IN HERE for free
Please contact Editor at gabbler76dictum@dodo.com.au and provide a short description
Please Include the VIN or Engine Number and photos for your entry
Items will be advertised for three months. Contact the Editor to extend your advertisement or to remove it if sold.

